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Miking The Really Big Gig

Mike Pappas records Dianne Reeves with band
and full symphony orchestra

How big is big? Miking a live recording of a symphony orchestra? A symphony
orchestra plus a jazz quartet? A symphony orchestra plus a jazz quartet plus a
Grammy-winning singer and a household-name conductor? Recorded in 5.1 in a real-
ly big hall? Yeah, that‘s big. Not your everyday gig, so—for this issue with its focus on
mics and miking—we wanted to know how it’s done.
Back in September 2010 issue we brought you a report on a surprisingly simple miking

setup that was used in June in Denver’s Boettcher Hall, to record the Colorado Symphony
Orchestra in an evening of classical orchestral music, featuring a piano concerto: 5 elevated
mics across the front of the wider-than-deep orchestra stage, plus an M/S array above a lid-
less grand piano and a rear-facing audience mic. Simple and effective. I described the stage,
the hall, and its difficulties in that article.
Fast-forward to December 14, 2010: Same hall, same symphony orchestra, same engineer

Mike Pappas, but now with a piano/bass/drums/guitar quartet, backing up Dianne Reeves
on vocals, for a Jazz Christmas pops concert. One night only, one chance to get it right—many
more challenges, many more mics...
To see many more photos and read more, including a complete mic list and a rundown of

the control room setup, as well as a reprint of the September 2010 article, check out
www.recordingmag.com and check Resources & Info under Magazine Extras.

How long did the preparation take?
Mike Pappas: The planning, about two

months. Two companies were involved in
sponsoring, dts and Avalon Acoustics.
When everybody was on board, we built
the complex system, with more than 70
inputs total, of which we were using 40,
including splitting MADI between two
DiGiCo consoles and feeding an analog
monitor mixing console. It all worked right
out of the gate with only a clocking issue
which we resolved. But we put in 1500 feet
of MADI cable... We had one rehearsal
with everybody on stage, from 10 AM to
12:30 PM, with a break during which we
swapped out a couple of things. That was it.

How did you arrive at the final miking
setup?
Last time, in June, we had five mics across

the front, a left/center/right trio and two
“flankers”, one on each side, out wide. This
time, because of the jazz trio that was
grouped around the conductor’s podium,
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we settled on three mics across the front, so
that the left and right mics would be further
out from the jazz quartet but not all the way
to the corners. Otherwise there would have
been an imbalance in those mics—more
“jazz” and less orchestra. As it was, the cen-
ter mic, reaching in a bit above the con-
ductor, caught mostly drums.

That would have left a hole in the mid-
dle where, beyond bass and drums, all
the woodwinds and the horns sit...
Right, and so we put up a Mid/Side pair,

a Neumann KM184D and a Sennheiser
MKH 8040 with the digital module MZD
8000; that took care of that deeper center
portion of the stage. It allowed us to widen
or tighten that field of capture as needed—
the M/S pair was able to reach beyond just
the immediate woodwind section, to the
brass, and that width can be adjusted from
the board, of course—nobody has to run on
stage and move the mics around for that.

Unlike last time, you had many more
mics high up all over.
In addition to those L-C-R mics across the

front and the M/S halfway down the center,
we had raised mics, from left to right, above
the percussion section, the first violins, the
second violins, the viola section, and the
basses. That gave us pretty good coverage.
Plus the high overheads for the drums, of
course. Then we had a bunch of other spot
mics, in closer and lower, pointing at instru-
ments, more or less as insurance in case we
developed a hole somewhere.

How about the drums?
Paul Boothe, Dianne Reeves’ FOH mixer,

had his usual mics on the drums (see mic
list), but for our purpose we only used three
mics, my usual setup: Two Neumann digital
MKH 8040 for overheads, and one
Neumann KM 133D omni on the beater
side of the kick, with the polarity reversed.

What about the bass—Reginald Veal
played upright and electric...
The electric went DI, but the upright gave

us a headache at first. We couldn’t use a

regular mic and go really close because he
was going to move and put the bass down
and pick it up again, so we had to stay fur-
ther away. We started with a Neumann
TLM 102 and it gave us way too much leak-
age from the drums and piano that were to
either side of the bass; we swapped it out
for a Sennheiser MKH70 shotgun, and that
still wasn’t tight enough. Then we put up a
Neumann KRR 82, an even tighter shotgun,
and Duke said he could work with that. The
bassist also had a clip-on that he carries,
and a DI for each instrument, so we ran four
inputs just for the bass, not counting the
orchestral basses where we had one mic
high up and another in close.

You had lots of vocal mics, not just
Dianne’s.
Dianne has hermic and a spare, both KMS

105, each is on a completely separate audio
chain going to a separate input—if one goes
down we don’t have to worry where the fault
might be, she reaches for the spare and it’s all
new. Then there was a wireless for Marvin
Hamlisch to talk on, and the four members of
Dianne’s quartet each had a vocal mic.

Everybody had wedges...
...and everybody had their own per-

sonal monitor mix, Brett Dowlen had that
dialled in from his MM station off to the
left side of the stage.

You mentioned Duke...
Yes, Duke Markos, he’s been helping me

on these kinds of big projects for years now;
he just takes care of the mix, so I can be in
ten places at once if I need to. He’s great,
he does Dee Dee Bridgewater’s JazzSet on
NPR and lots of other things.

Mike Pappas is a broadcast engineering
consultant and recording engineer based in
Denver. He made his first real recording in
1972, and when he is not recording the
Colorado Symphony he keeps four public
radio stations on the air.
Stage band photo by Darius Y. Panahpour

(www.dariusphotography.com)—with per-
mission, all rights reserved.
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